
 
 

 

Dear Mr Clapperton 

Complaints about email blocking 

I refer to previous correspondence and to discussions between you and your senior staff and 
Andrew McCaw (Principal Advisor – Systemic Improvement, Monitoring and Resolution). 

Following full consideration of the additional material you provided to me by letter dated 21 
September 2017, along with the content of the new formal policy that was adopted by the 
Council on 11 October 2017 subject to my comments and those of the Privacy Commissioner, I am 
writing to indicate how I intend to proceed. 

As you are aware, the previous practice of quarantining emails as identified in the internal 
auditor’s report of March 2017 raised a number of concerns for me, including: 

 The fact that the policy was not captured in documentary form, with clear, consistent and 
principled parameters for application; 

 The lack of visibility of the policy by those who may be affected by its application; 

 The lack of clear accountability structures for the application of the policy; 

 The fact that some individuals whose emails were diverted were apparently not made 
aware of this fact at the time; and 

 The application of the diversion practice not just to Council staff, but also to Councillors, 
raising the prospect that communication between a constituent and their local 
government representative could be affected. 

It was also alarming to me that, when the internal audit report identified the practice as an 
‘extreme’ risk, the response of management was: 

Management are comfortable that appropriate and fit for purpose processes are in 
place for the management of Council’s email system. 

Decisions as to the re-direction or blocking of emails for valid reasons, is the 
responsibility of the Chief Executive. 
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8 December 2017 

Mr David Clapperton 
Chief Executive 
Horowhenua District Council 
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